A lower bound is obtained for the plane term rank of a three dimensional matrix in which each of the horizontal two dimensional matrices has constant row and column sums.
R. A. BRUALDI AND J. CSIMA Theorem 1. Let A be a three dimensional matrix of O's and I's of order n with the following properties:
(1) For each k = I, ..., n the kth horizontal plane has exactly ck I's in each row and column.
( Consider the horizontal plane 77,+1. Suppose no two I's in 77,+1 3 were in the same column. Since there are cr + i(« -/) I's in Hl+X3, this would imply that t > cl + xin -t) > c(rt -t), so that t > (c/(c + l))n. Thus we may suppose that for somey'n with 1 < j0 < /, column j0 of 77, + 1 3 contains a 1 in the pth row and <?th row where 1 < p < a < « -t.
Suppose there were a 1 in 77 4. This 1 cannot be in both the pth row and ath row of Hjq 4. Without loss of generality, we may assume it is in row u ¥= p; let this 1 be in the column v of 77 4. Then each of the positions (1,1,1 In addition, rowy0 of 77,o2, Ht+22, ..., H"2 must consist of all O's. For if there were a 1 in row/) of any of these, then this 1, the specified 1 in rowp of 77, + 13 and the I's in positions (1,1,1) ,..., (/0 -I,/0 -l,/0 -1), (/" + l,/0 + l,/0 + 1), ..., it, t, t) would imply that p(A) > t + 1, a contradiction.
Let rows /],..., /'"_, of H^2 each contain at least one 1 where 1 </]<••• < /"_, < t and ik =£ j0 for k = 1, ..., n -t. Consider an ir. If the (j0,ir)-entry of any of 77(+2, ..., H" were a 1, then a 1 in row ir of 77yo 2, the 1 in the (jr,,ir)-position of one of Ht+2, ..., 77", the specified 1 in rowp of 77,+13 along with the I's in the t -2 positions of the set { (1,1,1) ,..., it, t, t))\{(J0JoJo)> (»,.'" <V)} lead to the conclusion again that piA) > t + 1. Thus the (/0, /r)-entry of each of77,+ 2,. . . ,77" isO.
We conclude that the submatrix of they0th row plane fi of A which lies at the intersection of rows ' + 2, ..., n and columns ix, ..., /"_,, t + 1, ..., n consists of all O's. Thus Rj has an n -t -1 by 2(n -t) submatrix of all O's. Now suppose that / < (c/(c + l))n, so that t < p((c/(c + l))n). Then n -t -1 > n -1 -p(( ^-r \n\ and 2(n -t)>2n-2/>((^-r)«), and we have contradicted (2). We conclude that / > (c/(c + 1))«, and the theorem is proved.
Recall that an n X n matrix of O's and 1 's is called fully indecomposable if it has no r X s submatrix of O's with r + s = n (r,s > 1). Proof. By taking c = 2 in Theorem 1 it is enough to show that the hypotheses imply that each of the row planes of A has no n -1 -p((2/3)n) by 2« -2p((2/3)n) submatrix of all O's. But n -1 -p((j)») + 2» " 2,((?)") = 3n-l-3P(Q,)n) which equals n + 2, n + 1, or n according as whether n is congruent to 0, 1, or
